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REFLEX MECHANISMS AND THE PHYSIOLOGY OF
NERVE AND MUSCLE

BY EDWIN B. HOLT

Harvard University

The posthumous book of Keith Lucas (13), in Starling's Mono-
graph series, has been arranged for the press by E. D. Adrian from
manuscript left by the author. It sums up in very clear form the
recent work on the conduction of the nervous impulse and gives
what is virtually a digest of the brilliant investigations of Lucas
and Adrian themselves. Their chief experimental device for meas-
uring the intensity of a nervous impulse has been to "set it to face
a tract of nerve in which it will undergo a decrement, and determine
how far it is able to travel before it is extinguished." Such a region
of decrement can be produced by narcotics and by other means.
This method seems to have yielded a final demonstration of the
all-or-none law for normal nerve fibres, and the authors conclude
that, "when a motor nerve is artificially excited with stimuli of
varying strengths, the graded contraction of the muscle results
solely from variation in the number of fibres brought into action."
The separate contraction of isolated muscle fibres has now been
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directly observed by Pratt (16) and Eisenberger (3). Under three
circumstances, however, the nervous impulse is susceptible of
quantitative variation: first, in a region of decrement, where as it
travels it is gradually reduced in intensity and may be extinguished;
second, if it comes so immediately after a preceding impulse as to be
travelling always in tissue which has been left in the "relative re-
fractory" state by the preceding impulse. Here, "the impairment
in conduction is of a different kind from that brought about by a
narcotic. The nerve does not conduct with a decrement, but it will
not conduct impulses of the normal intensity." The third case is
that in which a (slightly later) second impulse is traveling in tissue
which a preceding impulse has left in the "phase of supernormal
conduction." For the process of recovery in nerve after the passage
of an impulse presents three stages—the absolute refractory, the
relative refractory, and the supernormal.

The authors favor the "hypothesis" that summation in nerve
depends on this phase of supernormal conduction. A second,
supernormal impulse will be able to travel through a region of
decrement in which the preceding impulse (of merely normal, "all-
or-none" intensity) was extinguished. And Lucas regards the
myo-neural junction as a region of decrement, for "the supposition
of a decrement in conduction is the only hypothesis yet put forward
which gives an account of all the known phenomena of conduction
in the junctional tissue between nerve and skeletal muscle." Inhi-
bition is explained by means of the reduction that an impulse suffers
when it is timed to fall in the relative refractory phase left by a
preceding impulse. "The second stimulus falls at such a time that
its impulse passes down the nerve in this reduced condition. On
reaching the junctional tissue it cannot pass through, probably
because that tissue conducts with a decrement. The reduced im-
pulse has, however, passed along the nerve and left there a new state
of impaired conduction; consequently the third impulse, if suitably
timed, will also be propagated in a reduced condition and fail to
pass the decrement. This state of things can be continued as long
as the stimuli fall on the nerve with the appropriate frequency."
But the author does not present this as "a satisfactory explana-
tion of all forms of central inhibition."

The last chapter, on Central Inhibition, is mainly by Adrian
and includes an interesting though somewhat hypothetical diagram
of the mechanism of reciprocal innervation (Sherrington's "motor
half-centers"). The central nervous system is pictured "as a net-
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work of conductors having different refractory periods, communi-
cating through regions of decrement, easily fatigued and capable of
setting up a train of impulses in answer to a single stimulus."
Throughout the volume prominence is given to the all-or-none law.
Lucas believes "that nerve uses oxygen and gives off carbon-dioxide
when it is conducting nervous impulses," and "that by its very
nature the nervous impulse is dependent for its intensity only on
the conditions which it encounters during conduction and not on
the intensity with which it is initiated."

Another paper by Lucas (14) deals with summation in the claw
mechanism of Astacus. In the adductor claw (nerve-muscle prepa-
ration) there is a local summation phenomenon which is due to the
summation of two incomplete local excitatory processes, as is
shown by the fact that this summation is not found when the two
stimuli fall on separate parts of the nerve tissue. There is also a
second type, the "summation of propagated disturbances," which
takes place in a region of decrement and appears to be of the kind
mentioned in the second preceding paragraph above. This sum-
mation probably takes place at the myo-neural junction, but Lucas
makes the reservation that " it is not clear whether the arrival of the
second impulse in the supernormal phase of the nerve would be a
legitimate reason for its better conduction in the junctional tissue,
since the course of recovery in the latter might be either quicker or
slower than it is in the nerve." This statement puts the matter
rather more tentatively than does the presentation in Lucas's
book (13).

That the all-or-none law holds for normal muscle as well as for
nerve seems now to have been definitely proved, by means of the
ingenious "capillary electrode" invented by Pratt (15). One end
of a glass tube is closed by fusing, and the fused end is allowed to
elongate slightly under the influence of gravity. When cool it is
very carefully ground away until the lumen of the tube just begins
to appear on the ground surface of the end. Such a tube now makes
an excellent liquid electrode in which the electrically active surface
may be as small as 4/i in diameter, or even less. Since the single
fibers of vertebrate muscle are considerably larger than this (20 to
50/i in the sartorius of frog), "it seems certain that a delicate ad-
justment of current will in the majority of instances cause an exci-
tation of but one fiber, provided its surface be sufficiently near the
pore."

Using this capillary electrode, both Pratt (15, 16) and Eisen-
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berger (3) have been able to observe directly the isolated contrac-
tion of single muscle fibers. Eisenberger gives excellent photo-
graphs. Both authors show that the minimal contraction of a
single muscle fiber follows the all-or-none law. If the fiber is
fatigued by repeated stimulation at constant (minimal) intensity,
the contraction does not gradually diminish. It remains at con-
stant height, until (with sufficient fatigue) the series of contractions
is suddenly broken off. And in general, "a continuous gradient of
stimulation induces a discontinuous gradient of contraction in
skeletal muscle."

Pratt (16) uses the term " quantal to express both substantively
and adjectively the conception of structural carriers [the muscle
fiber] of such integers of energy in effects discontinuously graded.
. . . A quantal, therefore, may be any all-or-none or, as Verworn
has aptly termed it, isobolic system. A series of responsive values
would be quantal when composed of discontinuous steps depending
upon the additive discharge of successive quantals." The units in
a muscle obey the all-or-none law, and the muscle as a whole obeys
a quantal principle, although as a whole it notoriously appears to
violate the all-or-none law. "Gradation of quick response is fibral;
not fibrillar or sarcomeric. That is, the fiber as a whole forms the
unit employed in effects- of multiple constitution. It is to be as-
sumed that in the response of a fiber all of the sarcostyles take part
to the full dynamic capacity of each and every segment."

Another contribution of fundamental importance is a study by
Forbes and Rappleye (5) of "the action currents of human muscles
in voluntary contraction under as widely varying temperatures as
possible and with as little variation as possible in the temperature
of the central nervous system.' . . . 'The records showed with
perfect uniformity a decrease in frequency together with an increase
in amplitude of the excursions whenever the arm was chilled, and
in most cases a somewhat less pronounced increase in frequency
with a decrease in amplitude when the arm was heated.' . . . ' I t
seems to us to follow from the above results that the rhythm of ac-
tion currents appearing in the electromyogram of human voluntary
contraction is no direct index of the rhythm of central innervation
involved in the act. The change of rhythm attending change of
temperature would be inexplicable on any such basis. For why
should a change in the temperature of the muscle cause a change in
the frequency of discharge of impulses from the ganglion cells
whose temperature remains constant? This might conceivably be
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if afferent impulses coming from the chilled muscle so modified the
nerve center as to alter its frequency of discharge; but this assump-
tion is far-fetched and involves nervous influences to which we know
of no analogy. . . . We agree, then, with Buchanan that the rhythm
in the muscle does not follow the rhythm of motor nerve impulses,
but depends rather on the condition of the muscle itself." Now
Piper and Beritoff have shown that a frog's muscle can follow with
separate action currents the rhythm of nerve impulses excited by
induction shocks even up to the frequency of 250 or 300 per second:
and in man the possible frequency of the muscle is probably higher.
"We have here an apparent paradox; the muscle can respond separ-
ately to more than 300 nerve impulses per second, but when played
on by the stream of impulses coming from the ganglion cells it
responds with frequencies which may be evenly graded from 30 to
50 or more per second according to its own temparature." And
the authors believe that the impulses coming from the ganglion
cells have a frequency that is not less than 300 to 400, and may
conceivably have an extreme frequency of 5,000 per second.

Now "it is not permissible to assume that any tissue has one
'specific rhythm' peculiar to itself. The rhythm or response ob-
tainable from a tissue is a resultant of the curve of recovering ex-
citability and the strength of stimuli employed. In the case of
muscle excited through its nerve we have two refractory periods to
consider, that of the muscle itself and that of the nerve, and also
the lowered stimulating value of the impulse traversing the nerve
during its relative refractory period. . . . Lucas has shown that in a
fatigued nerve-muscle preparation the resistance to the passage of a
propagated disturbance increases at the neuromuscular junction.
The result of this in the case of voluntary contraction, maintained,
as we contend, by subnormal nerve impulses of high frequency,
would be to cut down still further the stimulating value of the im-
pulses at the point where they act on the muscle fibers, and con-
sequently to delay until nearer the end of their [the muscle fibers']
relative refractory period the time at which they would respond."
In other words, after each stimulation of the muscle some of the
next succeeding nerve impulses would reach the muscle during its
more or less refractory period, and would so be lost: while a just later
impulse would again stimulate the muscle. "Thus, without change
in the nerve impulse frequency, the mere raising of resistance in the
neuromuscular junction [as by cooling] would slow down the rhythm
of muscular response." The discussion cannot be adequately
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summarized here, and is well worth reading in the original. In
agreement with Lucas, Pratt, and Eisenberger, the authors find
themselves "forced to the view that in voluntary contraction gra-
dation must be conditioned by gradation in the number of muscle
fibers in action at a given moment, the doctrine of fractional ac-
tivity, as Stiles has termed it."

An experiment of Gruber (6) on vasomotor changes in cats
narcotized with urethane, seems to bear somewhat on the paper
just reported. Electrical stimuli were given to the central end of
cut saphenous, peroneal, ulnar, radial, median, and popliteal nerves,
successively, and the vasomotor changes were observed on the
carotid and on the femoral, artery. "With the same strength of
stimulus pressor [vasoconstrictor] and depressor [vasodilator] results
are obtained by varying the rate of stimulation from i to 20 stimuli
per second." The more rapid rates of stimulation usually bring
about vasoconstriction. While it may be that "summation"
occurs with the more rapid stimulation, "it does not seem probable
in this case where the strength is more than 400 times threshold
that the phenomenon of summation can explain the different effects
obtained with these rates of 1 per second and 20 per second inter-
ruptions."

Sherrington showed in 1892 that, in vertebrates, strychnine
(which undoubtedly lowers the myo-neural resistance) abolishes
the reciprocal inhibition of antagonistic muscles by converting
inhibitions into excitations. Knowlton and Moore (8) now report
a similar phenomenon in the earthworm. Normally a single exci-
tation elicits "a shortening of the worm anterior to the point of
stimulation and a lengthening posterior to that point." This
"involves reciprocal innervation since a contraction of the circular
muscles is associated with relaxation of the longitudinal ones."
When treated with strychnine, the earthworm shows a shortening
instead of lengthening of the portion posterior to the point stimu-
lated. The posterior (as well as the anterior) muscles, both circular
and longitudinal, now contract and " since the longitudinal muscles
are the more powerful the net result is a shortening of the worm in a
rigid condition."

Fletcher and Hopkins (4), in the Croonian Lecture of 1915,
discuss the respiratory process in muscle. They contend that the
muscle is a chemical, rather than a heat, engine. "The special
proccesses which, when they occur within a muscle fiber, culminate
in a contraction, make no call upon an oxygen supply; they proceed
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anaerobically. The oxidations which are always associated with
muscular activity are separated in time from that moment in which
mechanical energy is liberated. They occur immediately after-
wards, and are concerned not with the induction of the mechanical
act, but with a restoration of the status quo ante." . . . "The
work actually done, will bear variable and quite accidental relations
to the heat production." The main reservoir of energy in a muscle
is to be sought in its carbohydrate stores. "Placed in the right
locality within the muscle, sugar, by a non-oxidative yield of acid at
the right moment, and by a subsequent oxidation of this at another
right moment, can yield its total energy in a manner exactly suited
to serve the peculiar machinery in which, so to speak, it finds itself."
Langley (11) has studied in the muscle of living animals the processes
of loss of weight through atrophy, of fibrillation, and of regeneration
and the recovery of muscular function after nerve suture, nerve
section, and nerve insertion. Langley and Itagaki (9) have made
determinations on the oxygen use of denervated muscles on one side
of the body compared with that of undenervated muscles on the
opposite side of the same animal (cat). "In all cases a much greater
oxygen use per gram per minute was found to be present in the dener-
vated muscles. We conclude from this that the atrophy of dener-
vated muscle is not solely due to a decreased power of repair, the
breakdown remaining constant, but that it must be due chiefly to an
increase in the rate of breakdown of the muscle substance." This
latter may be connected with the fibrillation of the muscle which
begins soon after denervation.

Gruber (7) observes "that adrenalin does not lower the threshold
of a normal, unfatigued muscle. . . . In the fatigued unaltered
nerve muscle adrenalin may increase the height of muscular con-
traction by a twofold action, by improvement of the blood supply
(vasodilation) and by its chemical action upon some substances in
the muscle." Rogers, Coombs and Rahe (17) describe a special
mode of preparing an extract, which they call a "residue," from
endocrine glands. They find that "residues" from fresh thyroid,
parathyroid, and adrenal (and from no other endocrine) glands are
effective in reenertizing fatigued voluntary muscle (cat). The
extracts were given by intravenous injection, and their point of
action appears to be in or near the muscle fiber itself: the effects
seem not to come via the nervous apparatus.

Adrian (1) has given a simple account, for clinicians, of La-
picque's two terms "rheobase" and "chronaxie." "If we take a
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simple excitable structure, such as an isolated nerve-fiber or striated
muscle, fiber, and use as stimulus the simplest and most easily
adjusted form of current, namely a galvanic current of known
strength and known duration, we find that there are two limiting
factors which determine the success or failure of the stimulus.
These are (1) a certain minimal strength, and (2) a certain minimal
duration. However strong it may be the current will not excite
if its duration is shorter than a certain time, and its strength cannot
be reduced below a certain level, however the duration may be pro-
longed. Within these limits the necessary strength and duration
are related in the following way. For all durations which are long
compared with the minimal duration the strength of current re-
quired to excite remains constant at its minimal value. As the
minimal duration is approached the strength must be increased, and
the increase becomes more and more rapid as the duration is re-
duced." For practical purposes the function "may be defined by
two factors which Lapicque has called the rheobase and the chro-
naxie. The rheobase is equal to the strength of current required to
excite when the duration is infinite, and we may consider it as de-
pending on the absolute excitability of the tissue in question. The
chronaxie depends on the rapidity of the excitation process, and it is
equal to the duration at which the current must be increased to
twice its minimal strength," i. e., to twice the rheobase. "The
rheobase is of little practical importance as an index of the condition
of the tissue, for it is impossible to compare it in different cases with
any profit unless the conditions of stimulation are very accurately
controlled as to resistance, current flow per unit area, etc. On the
other hand the chronaxie can be measured without any of these
precautions, since we need only determine the duration at which
the current strength must be twice the threshold value, and the
disposition of electrodes, resistances, etc., does not matter. It is
found to be remarkably constant for similar tissues examined under
similar conditions of temperature, perfusing fluid, etc. Further,
it shows very great variations in different types of tissue. . . . In
the chronaxie we have a constant which is definitely related to the
state of the excitatory mechanism of the tissue."

In a study of cutaneous sensation after nerve-division Boring
(2) includes a valuable discussion of Head's attempted division of
cutaneous sensibility into "protopathic" and "epicritic" systems.
For reasons which seem to the reviewer good, Boring does not accept
Head's hypothesis.
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Lashley (12) has studied the accuracy of voluntary movement
in a young man who, "as a result of gun-shot injury to the spinal
cord," has a partial anaesthesia of both legs with motor paralysis of
the muscles below the knees. It was not possible to learn "the
exact extent of the lesion, . . . but the clinical picture indicates
an extensive destruction of the dorsal bundles in the second or third
lumbar segment of the cord with invasion of the dorsal horns or
injury to the afferent roots in the sacral region sufficient to abolish
the tendon reflexes." The degree of anaesthesia of the patient was
determined from his introspective judgments when his leg was
placed in various positions or moved through various angles by the
experimenter. When seated, the patient could not voluntarily
maintain any other position than that of hyperextension of the
knee, and this for but a short time. "There was momentary
maintenance of position, relaxation without recognition of the
movement, and later an illusion of relaxation." The patient would
often not know (in passive movements) in which direction, to say
nothing of the distance, his lower leg was moved. The author
believes that the anaesthesia of the leg was "sufficiently extensive
to exclude any reflex control of the accuracy of movement based
upon cortical excitations arising from the moving limb." Neverthe-
less the patient could move his lower leg in either direction as desig-
nated, and could so far control the (verbally designated) distance of
his movement as at least to move farther when the distance sug-
gested was longer, and vice versa. He generally moved too far.
And he could reproduce a voluntary movement of his own with an
accuracy that compares very fairly with that of a normal subject.
The author believes that the extent of movement was not deter-
mined merely "by the control of the duration of the excitation of
motor pathways."

Langley and Hashimoto (10) have an interesting paper on the
course of nerve bundles in the nerve trunk. It appears that nerve
plexuses are frequent between the elements combined in a nerve
trunk—plexuses of fibers in small nerves, of bundles in larger nerves.
Such plexuses are found especially in the vicinity of the points where
nerve branchings are given off. "The complexity of the lower
plexuses in the sciatic of the larger mammals makes it, we think,
certain that, so far as dissection goes, no bundle above the plexus
can be said to correspond even approximately with any bundle
below it." The time taken for recovery of function after nerve-
division is not altogether the time taken by the regeneration of the
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nerve-fibers: there is a further time required for the reeducation of
nerve connections, especially central ones.
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